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TAX FORUM
DORIS L. BOSWORTH, CPA, Editor
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
New York, New York

made of the Tax Reform Bill, primarily in the
nature of a caveat with respect to the effective
dates of many of the provisions. While it is
impossible in this column to ignore a bill em
bracing such radical changes, presently it
would be improvident to discuss it in depth or
to suggest tax planning built around it. Add to
this the fact that by the time the Tax Forum
reaches you all issues may have been resolved,
and we think you can appreciate the position
of your Editor. What would seem appropriate
at this time is a discussion of working with the
Bill in its present state.
Certainly no contemplated transaction
should be undertaken without reference to the
particular sections of the Bill that might affect
it. If the proposed changes would negate
previously anticipated tax benefits, it would
be advisable to await passage of the Bill in its
final form. If this is not possible, the transac
tion should be structured to recognize the
pertinent provisions of the Bill, even though
there is considerable dilution of tax benefits.
Section 211 of the Bill limiting “investment
interest” is a good example of the type of
change that could have tremendous influence
on the future investment policy of many tax
payers. Those hardest hit will be members of
a partnership, in view of the fact that the
limitation applies at partnership level as well
as to the individual partners. On the other
hand, Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy, in
an appearance before the Senate Finance Com
mittee in September, recommended deletion of
this section in its entirety. Tax planning in
this area would, therefore, seem to indicate
adoption of a “wait and see” policy. Interest
deductions would be limited in the case of
taxable years beginning after 1969 and final
passage of the Bill with a deletion of this sec
tion, may have occurred by that time.
Under the Bill, fast depreciation methods
(such as 200% declining balance and sum-ofthe-years digits) would not be allowed in the
case of new property acquired, constructed, or
where contracts were entered into to construct
on or after July 25, 1969, except in the case
of new residential housing. Presumably the

REV. RUL. 68-631
Again we are engaging in a “review of the
bidding” in connection with a topic previously
covered in the Forum, namely Rev. Rul. 68631. At that time we referred to the ruling as
the revival of an old headache, in that the
Service was changing its policy with respect
to the timing of deductions for additional
state taxes. With the switch from the year of
payment to the year of accrual of the original
state tax liability, a frantic filing of refund
claims loomed high on the horizon. Evidently
the Service concurred in our opinion and, in
June 1969, issued Rev. Rul. 69-336. Presently
it is the position of the Treasury Department
that if a taxpayer consistently deducted addi
tional state taxes in the year of payment, this is
a method of accounting with respect to that
particular item. Sec. 446 of the Code requires
permission of the Commissioner to change a
taxpayer’s method of accounting, and Rev.
Rul. 68-631 is thereby modified to the extent
it may be construed as requiring or permitting
a taxpayer to change his method without per
mission. If you have climbed on the claim for
refund bandwagon, therefore, such claims will
only be allowed where no method of account
ing has been adopted and consistently followed
by the taxpayer.
Presumably this new ruling will clarify the
situation; if you have always been taking state
tax deficiencies in the year of payment, you
may continue to do so. However, if you were a
taxpayer that was examined in that short
period when Rev. Rul. 68-631 prevailed with
out modification, you may revert to the paid
method for all future state tax deficiencies
even though the examining agent accrued de
ficiencies based on other Federal income ad
justments in the year. Make certain, however,
that the accruals computed in the examination
year are not deducted again in the year of
payment, as full benefit of this deduction has
already been received. It is only with the pay
ment of future deficiencies that the modifica
tion will be adhered to.
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particular application area. His conclusion is
that the systems man and his tool, the systems
folder, help create the communication that is
needed to cut the interdisciplinary understand
ing gap and prevent crisis situations.
Mr. Rainer R. Schultheiss has his own con
sulting firm in Stuttgart, West Germany. In his
article, “INTEGRATED DATA PROCESS
ING IN BUSINESS ACCOUNTING," he
points out that mechanization of accounting
functions permits use of a single item of data
for a number of purposes. In a materials cost
ing program, for example, integration of data
processing demands not only that the costing
should be done consistently and that summary
stock and flow lists should be prepared, but
also that the same program should create out
put data that can automatically be used for:

1. Financial bookkeeping for entries in ap
propriate accounts
2. Costing to establish the curve of opera
tional costs
3. Statistics for grouping materials used ac
cording to type, methods of production,
or cost
4. Planning and analysis of different types
of material
Mr. Schultheiss points out that unfortunately
the cost savings that can be achieved through
the integration of data processing are difficult
to quantify. He believes, however, that the
accounting system will operate more eco
nomically with a higher value of information
output for a given expenditure on data pro
cessing or with a lower expenditure on these
data operations for a given value of informa
tion in a desired limited form.
Prudence in approaching integration is ad
visable in view of the relatively severe de
mands it makes on the management and or

ganizational ability and understanding of many
employees. Also the greater the degree of inte
gration, the more serious are the consequences
of a stoppage in the data processing system.
Hence, it is absolutely necessary in practice to
make a modest beginning in integrating data
processing in order to gather experience and
time to raise the level of integration gradually
with an eye to economy and to balancing the
risks. The integration of data processing, how
ever, will yield valuable returns only where its
use can he extended throughout the whole
organization.
The article “SYSTEMATIC TECHNIQUES
FOR COMPUTER EVALUATION AND
SELECTION’’ is by Mr. John R. Hillegass,
President of Computer Conversions, Inc. Mr.
Hillegass states that there are very significant
differences in performance per dollar and
overall suitability for specific applications
among the available computers in any given
class. The use of systematic, objective proce
dures for computer evaluation and selection
therefore can save a great deal of time and
money. It can also guard against the serious
disruptions that occur in all too many firms
these days as the result of the installation of an
inadequate computer.
The article presents seven evaluation tech
niques, none of which is perfect; but the
author believes that it is possible to make objec
tive computer selections with a high degree of
confidence that the equipment and software
selected will be truly the most suitable and
economical choice. What is needed is a com
bination of one or more of the formal evalua
tion techniques described in the article with a
systematic overall selection procedure and with
a good deal of old-fashioned common sense.
Mary E. Burnet, CPA
Rochester Institute of Technology
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150% declining balance method, however,
would be acceptable. Used property acquired
after that same date would be confined to the
straight line method of depreciation. The ex
ception applicable to new residential housing
would only attach if 80% or more of gross in
come was derived from rentals of dwelling
units. The term dwelling units does not con
template hotels, motels, or other operations
involving more than 50% transient business.
If tax planning within the real estate area had
been motivated by the advantages to be de
rived from use of the accelerated methods of
depreciation, there should be a reconsideration
of the advisability of this type of investment
in view of the pending Bill.

Still within the depreciation area, all de
preciation taken after July 24, 1969, in excess
of straight line will be recaptured in full upon
the disposition of real property without regard
to the holding period. Here there is a saving
grace through permitting an election to switch
from any of the accelerated methods with the
filing of calendar year 1970 returns. Where
previous tax planning involved disposition
property at a time when recapture under Sec
tion 1250 would not prevail, that is, at the end
of ten years, it would certainly be advisable to
switch to the straight line method when, as,
and if this section of the Bill is passed.
It is believed that this brief discussion will
serve as a guideline in working with the new
Bill.
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